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delueze vs laetzu vs ed 
Before heaven and earth it existed. Without sound, without substance,

There is a thing, formless yet complete.Stratometers, teleometers, BwO units of 
density, BwO 

units
of convergence:  

 A first type of book 
 is the root-book. 
 The tree 

is already the   
image of the world, or the root the image of the world-tree  
A system of this kind could be  
called the dae. 

  A rhizome as subterranean 
  stem is absolutely  
  different from
   roots and 
    radicles. Bulbs 
and tubers are rhizomes. 
it stands alone and unchanging.It is all-pervading and unfailing. One may think 
of it as the mother of all beneath Heaven. Plants with roots or radicles may be 
rhizomorphic in other respects 

altogether: the question is whether plant life in its specificity is not  
entirely rhizomatic. Even some animals are, in their pack form.  
Being and beingless generate each other’ Difficult and eay form each other 

Long and short shape each other; High and low complete each other, Note and 
voice match each other; Front and back follow each other but the wasp 
reterritorializes on that image. The wasp is  

nevertheless derritorialized, becoming a piece in the orchid’s 
reproductive apparatus.

She files away her sharp point’ she unravels her weft; she dims her light: She
merges with the earth BREAKING HIS  

RHIZOME and BLOTCHING HIS MAP, The Dao is the asylum of all things; 
the good man’s treasure, the bad man’s last resort. setting it straight for him,  

blocking his every way out, until  
they treat the myriad things as a straw dog.  The rhizome connects any point 

to any other  
point, and its traits are not RHIZOMATICS =  
SCHIZOANALYSIS = STRATOANALYSIS = PRAGMATICS = 

MICROPOLITics  
necessarily linked to traits of the same  
nature; it brings into play very different regimes of signs, and even 

nonsign states. The dao is reducible neither to the One nor the  
multiple. It is not the One that becomes Two or even directly three, 
 four, five, etc. It is not a multiple derived from the One, or to which  
One is added (n + 1). It is composed not of units but of dimensions, or  
rather directions in motion. It has neither beginning nor end.   
We do not know its name, but we call it Tao write to the nth power, the n - 1 

power, write with slogans: Make  
rhizomes, not roots, never plant!  
no typographical cleverness, no  
lexical agility, no blending or creation of words, no syntactical  
boldness, can substitute for it. In fact, these are more often than not  
merely mimetic procedures used to disseminate or disperse a unity  

that is retained in a different dimension for an image-book.  
Technonarcissism,  r
ats  
are rhizomes .
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Universal Poem Machine
Andrew Nightingale
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Stephen Hitchins 

Alarm 2

drops of streetlight on my 
glasses. pixel drips on mobile.
mists gust round building.
diagonal drippers pulsed from 
gutter. rain in headlights.
tv noise. paving crackles like 
bracken kindling. puddles fizz.
gnat static sparks.

Bicycle

polo wrapper ripped and 
soggy. living room noise of 
vacuum kid gorilla grunting.
white cat slinks between
railings. jelly cola bottle
tongues curled on pavement.
hi-hats snip through net curtain.

Bobble
when i have a couple of pints i 
cant remember the lyrics. sip 
the froth. 1 pound 50p 20p 10.
theres a button on the thing.
nah hes got some fucking. that 
would do my head in that would.
if i could fucking with a fucking 
mask on. yeah but if you put it 
in your pocket it looks like you’ve 
got a fucking hard on. a really 
long thin fucking hard on. i was 
fine i was just no i mean.

Buzzer
crumpled greggs in a bt booth.
proper grey day. the word
pontypridd glides bulb-dotted
in orange. in kfc girls suck
sleepily on straws. id’d in the 
chinese store on a cooking 
wine charge. birchtrunks tan 
under streetlights. on headlight 
waves my shadow-head bobs
across the roundabout sign. on
train my clementine spits at 
berlusconi.
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Stephen Hitchins 

Happy-go-lucky

pin dusk - glance up the trolley dusk, red card in device - T E Streets - grey dusk, red letters - 
marge in from the swing music of tills - enter the pin device - S C O - i charge in from the streets 
and try to adjust my prize between forefinger and thumb - glance up the corridor of margarines 
- tilt forefinger and try to adjust my pace to the trolley dawdler - swing-pong music of margarines 
- E S C O - enter the ping-pong music of folded cardboard - tilt for the best beforefinger - stretch 
round a shelf stacker’s cage of tills - tilt for the best before - stretch round a shelf stacker’s cage of 
folded card into chip and thumb - insert cardboard - tilt for the corridor of tills - swing music of 
folded card into chip and thumb - i chargarines - swing my prize between for the trolley dawdlers 
- enter the ping-pong music of tills - insert cage of folded letter - swing my prize between forefin-
ger and thumb - insert card into chip and pin device - enter the trolley dusk, red letters
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Leanne Bridgewater

TITLE: SABBATICAL

Cattle crap and turtle duck and ling path with a lexiograph screwed onto swallowing a bottle cap. 
Hit the hay dirt home with a fox and a hare in chatters an open box to the closed calls of sitting 
folk in pubes on smoke, we get on like a house on the papyrus hill, holes in bolt guns and floats 
barge away mash in hedges eat mass of bugs and leafs. Weather brings forth en and o and pees 
all over the floor like a little child just off the potty, and just off the tip of the tongue was the 
ballpoint pen writing itself off. And office under water suggests no holiday, to sea we go, a muck 
monkey in the hay wire at a hard stand, on the hard shoulder of the road. And the palmer tree 
and er son at the junction waving a pair of pants on a stick. Bunting, flag, flaunts and flashes the 
light red for stop. In sir en lend a rennie to the throat to kill the stuck, and the AA comes with 
orange light. We lick it in its orange ice lol’ form then laugh out loud and go for a pint. Ale is a 
funny colour. You would har har until you fall off the chair. We are, sitting folk in sun set wet 
lettuce, let us, us folk of tan and tough labour, give you a hand in sporting my lad, we can rub fox 
blood all over your face and make you bumpkin forever, until the sabsworth knock you down and 
kill the blood of wee. 
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iain britton

gestures

the final gesture       is almost complete

in the rain       the hill collapses

like soft cake

                     disintegrates
                     slips

into a liquid meal
and the town swallows it

       she smiles at the muscular spasms

of my mouth’s sudden gear shift

sudden mobility

the heat streaks its greasy mitt
through my hair

down my spine        she hesitates

and perversely        punctures my technicolour
rehabilitation of broken seasons

she forages the beaches for microcosms
of who inhabits who        and who
for instance

rolled me over last summer in a wig of kelp

pylons resembling crucifixions
stalk paddocks

                     voices

hang upside down

moaning        crying
some talking as if nothing is too painful

what if        i’m the one being wired to the sky

and out of kindness she steps forward

and gift-like

guts me        a freshly-hooked fish

showstoppers

               define the language

i practise against the convexity of a polished shape

and watch the closing gap

the cold touch
       of mouth on mouth

the meeting of unlikely heads

entrancement beckons

today the black swans        congregate
today voices
                            praise

the bed and breakfast businesses
of december under a singing sky

==

much vaunted
much loved

a family comes to grief in a corrugated-iron shed

       cheap crucifixes

like body parts               are easily accessible
==
the family thinks about sainthood
the hereafter        their squalor

the thief-cum-rapist / the deviant vicar

              who looks after them

i move the mirror full circle

to determine what we are looking for
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Sarah Edwards 

http://sez0.tumblr.com/
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Sarah Edwards 

http://sez0.tumblr.com/
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::field notes:: 


